Embedding Films on Demand in Blackboard

Embedding a video, as opposed to simple linking, includes a preview picture and the actual video player and controls in the Blackboard Frame.

1. Access Films on Demand and find your video, click on the full title or segment title for the video to embed into Blackboard.
2. When the video page appears, click on the Embed/Link icon below the video.
3. Select which size of video you wish to embed.
4. Click Copy by the LTI URL – remember the size of the video.
5. Go to your Blackboard class, where you wish to embed the video.
6. Click Build Content – item – Type the Name of the item.
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7. In the text editor Click the **Insert Video** icon

8. For **Type** choose Iframe

9. Paste the **URL** in the spot provided * If required change HTTP in the link text to HTTPS

10. Change the first of the **Dimensions** settings to the size of the video

11. Add any supporting text and Click **Insert**

12. Click **Submit** for the Item